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東北の物産
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文明間の対話

2004-02

bilingual education has long been the subject of major disagreements in this
country this book provides a detailed critique of the two largest studies of u
s bilingual education programs it examines the goals of the studies and what
can be learned from them in addition using these studies as cases this book
provides guidelines on how to plan large evaluation studies to achieve useful
answers to major policy questions about education

Assessing Evaluation Studies

1992-02-01

this book investigates the socioeconomic factors that triggered tunisia s
revolution for dignity and the current issues and challenges facing its economy
while suggesting mechanisms and instruments for their resolution the author
begins by analyzing the roots of the revolution and the post revolution
situation from a political sociology perspective and then diagnoses the
tunisian economy before and after the revolution and identifies the
multidimensional binding constraints preventing it from escaping the middle
income trap the book then explores the pillars of an inclusive development
strategy that tunisia should pursue the emphasis is made on building inclusive
institutions developing a new social contract and reinventing the country s
leadership beyond the institutional dimension the author suggests innovative
financial channels discusses the strategy of a successful integration of the
tunisian economy in the global economy as well as the pillars of its
transformation into a knowledge based economy

Making the Tunisian Resurgence

2019-01-23

the financial crash of 2008 led people all over the world to ask how far
financiers are in control of our lives to what extent does what they do with
our money affect our everyday lives this book asks whether the crisis and
subsequent use of public subsidies to help the international economy recover
was a unique event or a symptom of a wider malaise where financiers have
effectively usurped the power of governments and are running the political
economy themselves the financialisation of power in africa argues that growth
is not always a good thing the development of more derivatives and faster
financial exchanges are draining businesses of investment capital rather than
serving to supply it applying financial logic does not save nature or protect
biodiversity and other species this book outlines the concept of
financialisation and how it has been used in various ways to explain the post
2008 crisis and global political economy there is a particular focus on these
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issues in reference to africa which has a particular dependence on
international money it takes the perspective of the modern state exploring how
the political economy of development actually works in relation to african
governance this book is of interest to students of international development
and political economy and is a key source for policy makers interested in
african studies and economic development

進化する燃料電池・二次電池

2019-02

explores judicial independence integrity and impartiality in asia pacific
countries

The Financialisation of Power

2016-05-05
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Asia-Pacific Judiciaries

2018
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【新訳】リーダーシップとマネジメントの違い

2015-04-06

this book constitutes the proceedings of the 37th european conference on ir
research ecir 2015 held in vienna austria in march april 2015 the 44 full
papers 41 poster papers and 7 demonstrations presented together with 3 keynotes
in this volume were carefully reviewed and selected from 305 submissions the
focus of the papers were on following topics aggregated search and diversity
classification cross lingual and discourse efficiency evaluation event mining
and summarisation information extraction recommender systems semantic and graph
based models sentiment and opinion social media specific search tasks temporal
models and features topic and document models user behavior and reproducible ir

バランス・スコアカード(新訳版)

2011-08

this book examines the recent shift in us space policy and the forces that
continually draw the us back into a space technology security dilemma the dual
use nature of the vast majority of space technology meaning of value to both
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civilian and military communities and being unable to differentiate offensive
from defensive intent of military hardware makes space an area particularly
ripe for a security dilemma in contrast to previous administrations the obama
administration has pursued a less militaristic space policy instead employing a
strategic restraint approach that stressed multilateral diplomacy to space
challenges the latter required international solutions and the united states
subsequently even voiced support for an international code of conduct for space
that policy held until the chinese anti satellite asat test in 2013 which
demonstrated expanded chinese capabilities this volume explores the issues
arising from evolving space capabilities across the world and the security
challenges this poses it subsequently discusses the complexity of the space
environment and argues that all tools of national power must be used with some
degree of balance toward addressing space challenges and achieving space goals
this book will be of much interest to students of space policy defence studies
foreign policy security studies and ir

Advances in Information Retrieval

2015-03-16

this volume is divided into three major parts each of which symbolizes a new
virtuous circle that is added to the previous one in order to foster the
dissemination of humanistic management hm among corporations and social
institutions after an introductory chapter explaining the concept of humanistic
management and the plan behind this research project the first part of the book
is devoted to education the authors address pedagogical strategies that can be
used in higher education to introduce students to hm in turn the second part of
the book focuses on the implementation of hm in corporations while the third
presents an approach for measuring and monetizing the social value generated by
corporations through their economic activities in the closing chapter the
editors illustrate how the three parts of the book can be combined to generate
virtuous cycles in corporations

Space Warfare in the 21st Century

2016-11-08

this proceedings volume chronicles the papers presented at the 35th cib w78
2018 conference it in design construction and management held in chicago il usa
in october 2018 the theme of the conference focused on fostering encouraging
and promoting research and development in the application of integrated
information technology it throughout the life cycle of the design construction
and occupancy of buildings and related facilities the cib international council
for research and innovation in building construction was established in 1953 as
an association whose objectives were to stimulate and facilitate international
cooperation and information exchange between governmental research institutes
in the building and construction sector with an emphasis on those institutes
engaged in technical fields of research the conference brought together more
than 200 scholars from 40 countries who presented the innovative concepts and
methods featured in this collection of papers

Virtuous Cycles in Humanistic Management

2019-11-16
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ronnie lessem and alexander schieffer s integral green society and economy
series has three overarching aims the first is to link together two major
movements of our time one philosophical the other practical the philosophical
movement is towards what many today are calling an integral age while the
practical is the green movement duly aligned with that of sustainable
development the second is to blend together elements of nature and community
culture and spirituality science and technology politics and economics thus
serving to bring about an integral green vision albeit with a focus on business
and economics as such the authors transcend the limitations to sustainable
development and environmental economics which are overly ecological if not also
technological in orientation and exclude social and cultural elements thirdly
this particular volume with darja piciga focuses specifically on slovenia as
well as on europe generally drawing on the particular issues and capacities
that this country and continent represents particularly for sustainable
development and social knowledge based economy the emphasis on slovenia arose
not only because it lies at the heart of europe but because a specific movement
for an integral green slovenian society and economy has been co evolved there
by the three editors in conjunction with slovene organisations communities and
movements with a view to integrating existing and emerging knowledge resources
initiatives and practices into a model as an alternative to austerity for
slovenia and other european countries

Advances in Informatics and Computing in Civil and
Construction Engineering

2018-10-08
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Integral Green Slovenia
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日本「再創造」

2011-06-16

principles of sustainable energy systems third edition surveys the range of
sustainable energy sources and the tools that engineers scientists managers and
policy makers use to analyze energy generation usage and future trends the text
provides complete and up to date coverage of all renewable technologies
including solar and wind power biofuels hydroelectric nuclear ocean power and
geothermal energy the economics of energy are introduced with the sam software
package integrated so students can explore the dynamics of energy usage and
prediction climate and environmental factors in energy use are integrated to
give a complete picture of sustainable energy analysis and planning
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アジア回帰するアメリカ

2013-03-28
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Principles of Sustainable Energy Systems, Third
Edition

2018-08-06

compiling extensive research findings with real insights from the business
world this must read book on performance appraisal explores its evolution from
the classic appraisal to its current form and the methodology behind its
progression looking forward aharon tziner and edna rabenu emphasize that well
conducted appraisals combine a mixture of classic and current and are here to
stay

RESTful Webサービス

2007-12

why are fiberglass vaulting poles and hinged skates accepted in sport while
performance enhancing drugs are forbidden are the rules that forbid them
arbitrary should we level the playing field by allowing all competitors to use
drugs that allow them to run faster or longer leap higher or lift more in this
provocative exploration of what draws us to sport as participants and
spectators thomas murray argues that the values and meanings embedded within
our games provide the guidance we need to make difficult decisions about
fairness and performance enhancing technologies good sport reveals what we
really care about in sport and how the reckless use of biomedical enhancements
undermines those values implicit in sports history rules and practices are
values that provide a sturdy foundation for an ethics of sport that celebrates
natural talents and dedication you see these values when the paralympics
creates multiple level playing fields among athletes with different kinds of
impairments they appear again in sports struggles to be fair to all when an
extraordinary woman athlete emerges who appears to possess a mans hormone
profile and muscles they are threatened when the effort to assure athletes a
fair chance to win without doping is subverted by cheating or by corruption as
in the case of russias state supported doping operation performance enhancing
drugs distort the connection between natural talents the dedication to perfect
those talents and success in sport explaining the fundamental role of values
and meanings good sport reveals not just what we champion in the athletic arena
but also more broadly what we value in human achievement

Improving Performance Appraisal at Work

2018-06-29

progress in maritime technology and engineering collects the papers presented
at the 4th international conference on maritime technology and engineering
martech 2018 lisbon portugal 7 9 may 2018 this conference has evolved from a
series of biannual national conferences in portugal and has developed into an
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international event reflecting the internationalization of the maritime sector
and its activities martech 2018 is the fourth in this new series of biannual
conferences progress in maritime technology and engineering contains about 80
contributions from authors from all parts of the world which were reviewed by
an international scientific committee the book is divided into the subject
areas below port performance maritime transportation and economics big data in
shipping intelligent ship navigation ship performance computational fluid
dynamics resistance and propulsion ship propulsion dynamics and control marine
pollution and sustainability ship design ship structures structures in
composite materials shipyard technology coating and corrosion maintenance risk
analysis offshore and subsea technology ship motion ships in transit wave
structure interaction wave and wind energy waves progress in maritime
technology and engineering will be of interest to academics and professionals
involved in the above mentioned areas

Good Sport

2017-12-01

both campaigns are treating people like simpletons in more human read the truth
about brexit from someone who really knows in this powerful manifesto steve
hilton argues that the frustrations people feel with government politics their
economic circumstances and their daily lives are caused by deep structural
problems with the systems that dominate our modern world systems that have
become too big bureaucratic and distant from the human scale he shows how
change is possible offering us a more human way of living

Progress in Maritime Technology and Engineering

2018-04-17

hispanics are less represented in the u s department of defense dod civilian
workforce than in the federal civilian workforce and the civilian labor force
this report assesses what factors might account for hispanic
underrepresentation in dod it includes assessments of trends in hispanic
employment and analyses of job applicant data it also presents findings from
interviews with representatives of dod and of hispanic serving institutions

More Human

2015-05-21
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Hispanic Representation in the Department of Defense
Civilian Workforce
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アフリカ系アメリカ人という困難

2014-03-13
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ジェーンとキツネとわたし
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冷戦と同盟
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アメリカ環境史
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夜の絶景写真 花火編
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介入するアメリカ
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アメリカ医療制度の政治史
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アメリカン・イデオロギー

2013-09-10
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アメリカン・リアリズムの系譜

2014-03-31
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日本の花火はなぜ世界一なのか?

2010-06
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Apacheセキュリティ
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花火ハンドブック
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モンティ・ホール問題
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感情心理学
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フーコーの法
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世界を騙しつづける科学者たち

2011-12-15

恐怖の法則

2015-02-10
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